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ABSTRACT

Objectives The quest to measure and improve diagnosis has proven challenging; new approaches are needed to better understand and measure key elements of the diagnostic process in clinical encounters. The aim of this study was to develop a tool assessing key elements of the diagnostic assessment process and apply it to a series of diagnostic encounters examining clinical notes and encounters’ recorded transcripts. Additionally, we aimed to correlate and contextualise these findings with measures of encounter time and physician burnout.

Design We audio-recorded encounters, reviewed their transcripts and associated them with their clinical notes and findings were correlated with concurrent Mini Z Worklife measures and physician burnout.

Setting Three primary urgent-care settings.

Participants We conducted in-depth evaluations of 28 clinical encounters delivered by seven physicians.

Results Comparing encounter transcripts with clinical notes, in 24 of 28 (86%) there was high note/transcript concordance for the diagnostic elements on our tool. Reliably included elements were red flags (92% of notes/encounters), aetiologies (88%), likelihood/uncertainties (71%) and follow-up contingencies (71%), whereas psychosocial/contextual information (35%) and mentioning common pitfalls (7%) were often missing. In 22% of encounters, follow-up contingencies were in the note, but absent from the recorded encounter. There was a trend for higher burnout scores being associated with physicians less likely to address key diagnosis items, such as psychosocial/history/context.

Conclusions A new tool shows promise as a means of assessing key elements of diagnostic quality in clinical encounters. Work conditions and physician reactions appear to correlate with diagnostic behaviours. Future research should continue to assess relationships between time pressure and diagnostic quality.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

- This study examined communication of verbal and written diagnostic processes in actual clinical encounters using a novel assessment tool.
- Data were triangulated from audio-recorded encounters for acute care problems, clinical documentation and measures of work conditions and clinician burnout.
- This study has a limited sample size due to COVID-19 constraints.
- The findings may not be generalisable to other healthcare settings or other types of encounters.

INTRODUCTION

Improving diagnosis is a top priority for medical quality and patient safety.1 Based on data from patient surveys, malpractice claims and polling of safety professionals,2–5 reinforced by a report from the National Academy of Medicine (NAM),6 diagnostic errors and the imperative for diagnosis quality improvement have been recognised as important needs.7 While there have been multiple reports on epidemiology and magnitude of diagnostic errors,8–10 there has been a paucity of in-depth qualitative studies examining diagnostic processes to clarify what actually occurs during clinical encounters, as well as clinicians’ decision-making as represented in their clinical notes.11, 12 Further, most qualitative studies examining clinician behaviour are paper scenario-based exercises rather than examining the more complex realm of real-world diagnostic encounters.13, 14

A central challenge in improving diagnosis has been the issue of measurement: how to reliably, efficiently and effectively measure diagnosis quality.15–17 Unlike other areas of quality and safety, creating a standardised method for measuring diagnostic errors has proven challenging.18–20 In this regard, NAM and the National Quality Forum cautioned that the field of diagnostic metrics is still ‘emerging’ and ‘needing further exploration and development’, before any implementation.6, 21 Measuring simpler, narrower aspects of the diagnostic process, such as what per cent of ordered tests are performed and/or followed-up when abnormal, is easier to conceptualise and measure than crafting metrics evaluating clinicians’ diagnostic reasoning or verbal or written communication, including evaluating quality of clinical
notes in the electronic health record. In this study, we aimed to examine these more difficult-to-measure elements of diagnostic process by designing and applying a tool to evaluate physicians’ diagnostic assessments during urgent care encounters as well as in their clinical notes.

Because diagnosis often occurs in time-constrained, stressful and chaotic settings, we sought to contextualise our findings with a more complete understanding of conditions where clinicians performed their diagnostic work. In addition to applying our tool to assess elements of the diagnostic process, we collected data on time physicians took for encounters as well as perceptions of time adequacy and work conditions by querying them regarding the time they felt was required for specific patient encounters. We concurrently measured these physicians’ level of stress and burnout using previously validated standardised tools.

Thus, our study aimed to:

1. Iteratively develop, refine and apply a tool to assess key elements of diagnostic assessment in actual clinical encounters,
2. Apply the tool to evaluate a series of diagnostic encounters by examining audiotaped encounter transcripts and the associated clinical notes and
3. Correlate and contextualise findings with measures of encounter time and clinician perceptions of work conditions and burnout.

METHODS

Study design

The MD-SOS study (Medical Diagnosis: Safety or Stress) was designed to better understand diagnosis quality and its relationship to clinician stress and burnout. We iteratively developed and refined a tool, based on a previously piloted instrument, to examine selected elements of clinical notes and that visit’s audiotaped encounter. We conceptualised and built the tool based on key diagnostic elements suggested in the literature and prior work of the investigator team around diagnosis quality (Table 1).

These included elements such as explicitly addressing chief concern(s), listing a differential diagnosis, commenting on probabilities (degree of certainty and associated uncertainties), mention of presence (or absence) of diagnostic red flags, consideration of ‘don’t miss’ diagnoses, mention of relevant pitfalls (eg, test limitations or atypical presentations) to consider, diagnostic follow-up testing, plans and time frames, mention of specific parameters for patients to monitor, with expected time frames, and avoidance of pejorative language. The tool, Inclusion of Diagnostic Elements Assessment (IDEA) was designed to evaluate diagnostic assessment and documentation and consisted of five categories with 15 items for assessing diagnostic quality: (1) completeness and quality of assessment, (2) diagnostic situational awareness with potential red flags and don’t miss diagnoses, (3) adequacy of diagnostic follow-up plan,

| Table 1: Inclusion of diagnostic elements assessment tool items of the encounter and note |
|--------------------------------------------|--------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| Assessment method | Clinical notes | Transcripts of audiotaped encounters |
| Scoring | 5-point scale | Present, absent | Present, absent |
| 0—absent | 1—minimal | 2—less than good | 3—neutral | 4—good | 5—excellent |
| Items assessed | 20 items | 15 items |
| Comparing between transcripts and corresponding notes | 1, 2—absent | 3, 4, 5—present |
| Diagnostic assessment items | 5 items | 6 items |
| Addresses chief issue | + | + |
| Includes differential diagnosis | + | + |
| Mentions aetiologies | + | + |
| Delving into aetiologies | – | + |
| Contextual/psychosocial info mentioned | + | + |
| Comment on likelihood, uncertainties | + | + |
|Diagnostic follow-up plan items mentioned/noted | 4 items | 5 items |
| Diagnostic test | + | + |
| Explanation of test/rationale | – | + |
| Contingencies: what to watch for | + | + |
| Expected time frames: (eg, for sx improvement) | + | + |
| Rational | + | + |
| Situational awareness and ‘safety net’ items | 3 items | 3 items |
| Red flags | + | + |
| Do not miss diagnosis | + | + |
| Pitfalls | + | + |
| Global assessment of documentation quality | 5 items | 1 item |

Continued
kappa for inter-

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment method</th>
<th>Clinical notes</th>
<th>Transcripts of audiotaped encounters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Succinctness</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinician readability</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt readability</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pejorative Comments</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive Templating/ Copy-paste</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global assessment of diagnostic assessment in note</td>
<td>3 items</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of diagnosis</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needed tests ordered</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoids over testing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Excluded from analysis because no instances of pejorative language were found in any note or transcript.

pt, patient; Sx, symptom.

(4) overall note quality (organisation, succinctness) and (5) global subjective rating of documentation diagnosis quality. Data collection took place between November 2019 and March 2020. (The study was terminated early due to institutional COVID-19 restrictions imposed on in-person visits and research).

We examined the tool’s construct validity, including valid content, response process, internal structure, pairwise correlation and relations to other variables and consequences. Our analysis suggested that we reached good content validity given that the items were based on our previous work and the extensive experience of experts in the field. The items of the tool were rated according to a standard 5-point Likert scale, where the scoring process was carefully documented, with all raters keeping track of their comments and questions. The internal consistency/reliability was satisfactory with a kappa for inter-rater reliability (kappa=0.8), and consequences aspects of validity (clinical utility) showing favourable ability to categorise charts for diagnostic quality. We could not assess relationship to other variables (external validity) since our tool is a novel instrument. We also examined pairwise correlations across the 12 items that were used to assess both the clinical notes and transcribed encounters. The correlation ranged from −0.18 (items: differential diagnosis and chief issue) to 0.69 (items: psychosocial context and differential diagnosis). The mean absolute correlation across all items was 0.26. Given the low pairwise correlation (r<0.8), we assume low collinearity between items.

Study setting, participants and recruitment

Study participants were primary care physicians and their patients, recruited from Brigham and Women’s Hospital at three different urgent care settings. Two sites were affiliated with primary care clinics, and one was a walk-in urgent care centre affiliated with the emergency department.

Through a convenience sample, physicians were approached by the principal investigator (PI) (GS) via an email explaining the study and inviting them to participate. Of the 10 physicians invited, 7 agreed to participate. They completed a written consent form which explained the study and permitted them to raise and resolve any questions or concerns prior to patient recruitment. After obtaining consent, two researchers (MK and JR) attended sessions in the physician’s clinic where they approached patients in the waiting room prior to encounters to request permission to record their encounter. The researchers explained to patients that the study was about quality improvement, and they reviewed with them protections to ensure confidentiality. Demographics about patients were not collected, to fully anonymise the audiotaped encounters. To mitigate any bias, the researchers mentioned their specific role in the study without providing additional information about personal views. Participating patients and physicians were provided US$25 and US$75 honoraria, respectively.

Procedures

For consenting patients, we audio-recorded clinical encounters and collected accompanying visit notes from the electronic health record, or EHR (Epic, Verona, Wisconsin, USA). A research assistant started the recorder and timed the visit length but was not in the room during the encounter. At the end of each session, digital speech files from the encounters were collected and stored in secure password-protected file areas. Digital audio recordings were transcribed using a specially designed interface with Amazon Web Services that redacts HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) - protected health information such as patient and physician names. A trained research assistant (JR) manually edited each transcript for readability and any speech recognition errors. Only encounters with English-speaking patients were included.

To explore connections between work conditions, stress and burnout and diagnostic quality (element inclusion), physicians completed a Worklife and Wellness Mini Z survey form shortly after the session where their visits were recorded. At the end of each encounter, researchers asked physicians about the perceived time needed for the encounter.
Data analysis
The study included two groups of coders. Clinical notes were analysed by the first group comprising two coders (a trained male research assistant (JR) and a general internist PI (GS) who reviewed the written notes. Encounter transcripts were independently coded by two PhD-level social science female researchers (MK and EES) using a modified version of the IDEA tool along with additional qualitative coding using NVivo V.12 software.

Clinical notes
We adapted the IDEA chart review tool from our previous study (Assessment of The Assessment) and pilot-tested the coding agreement and clarified operational definitions by having five team members each analyse three notes and then resolve discrepancies. The two coders then coded five additional notes applying the tool’s 15 items. Disagreements were resolved to ensure consistent coding. The research assistant coded the remaining notes, conferring with the PI (GS) to resolve uncertainties, difficult judgements or questions. Issues arising in the tool refinement and coding of notes were further discussed by the entire team (three general internists and three PhD qualitative researchers). Ten charts were independently re-reviewed by one study physician to assess inter-rater reliability (kappa=0.8).

Encounter transcripts
Transcripts were entered into NVivo and deductively and inductively analysed. The researchers met after independently coding five transcripts to compare findings and reconcile discrepancies. The PhD-level researchers met bi-weekly with the larger research team to revise the coding scheme, ensure consistent coding application and reach consensus on disagreements. The clinical dialogue transcripts were qualitatively analysed by two PhD researchers to (1) identify diagnostic utterances in the conversation, noting when (using the transcript time stamps) and in what general phase of the encounter they occurred (eg, initial history taking, physical examination, wrap up assessment and plan) and their content, and (2) evaluate presence or absence of elements from the IDEA tool. Given the difficulty of more precisely rating the conversations using the tool (designed for EHR note review) with its 5-point Likert scale, for the verbal conversations, we instead dichotomised applicable IDEA items as present versus absent. Hence, if an item was present anywhere in the conversation, it was marked as present. Two researchers independently coded each transcript, then met to reconcile coding decisions. The researchers reached 100% agreement after each review and reconciliation meeting. IDEA items which were applicable only to the written note (eg, documentation completeness, succinctness, readability) were analysed separately from transcribed conversations.

Comparing clinical notes and encounter transcripts
After analysis was completed, two coders met to cross reference coded ratings between notes and transcripts to compare similarities and discrepancies.

Comparison with encounter time and Mini Z and Worklife responses
To evaluate relationships between note and encounter quality, time taken, perceived adequacy of time allotted and physician burnout, we analysed this data for each physician and encounter and compared results to determine extent to which (1) diagnostic process elements were present in verbal encounter transcripts and the accompanying written notes (concordance), (2) actual time taken and perceived time needed related to each other, (3) strength of relationships between encounter diagnostic process element inclusion (using a summary measure incorporating both verbal and written note quality) and physician burnout measured by the well-validated Mini Z Worklife survey instrument (with the single item burnout measure correlating most strongly, in prior studies, with emotional exhaustion). We rated physicians as highly stressed if they answered agree or strongly agree to ‘I feel a great deal of stress because of my job’ and burned out if they answered affirmatively to one or more of the following items: ‘I am definitely burning out and have one or more symptoms of burnout’, ‘The symptoms of burnout that I’m experiencing won’t go away, I think about work frustrations a lot’ or ‘I feel completely burned out, I am at the point where I may need to seek help’. Because diagnostic reasoning is linked to individual physicians, data were aggregated at the physician level which limited the power and scope of any statistical analysis. Hence all results presented here are descriptive and trend oriented.

Diagnostic elements concordance
The IDEA tool was applied to transcripts and notes to provide insight regarding which items were frequently communicated by physicians only verbally during the encounter versus only in the clinical note, versus present in both. If items were present in more than two-thirds of notes and encounters, we considered them ‘reliably included’, whereas items that were present in less than two-thirds of encounters were referred to as ‘often missed’. Items that were almost never present were deemed ‘widely missed’.

Patient and public involvement
None.

RESULTS
This study was originally designed to include 100 encounters by audiotaping 5 encounters of 20 physicians, in order to detect a correlation coefficient of 0.3 at the significance level of 0.05. Due to COVID-19 constraints,
we collected data on 28 patient encounters among seven physicians before March 2020, after which the data collection was halted. A total of 42 patients were approached and 28 (67%) agreed to participate. For each physician, between one and five patients were consented. Most physicians practiced in general medicine (five), whereas two practiced in emergency medicine (two). Table 2 shows diagnostic process elements captured in notes and transcripts across each physician as compared with the average across the seven physicians. In figure 1, physicians reporting high stress and/or burnout are represented in red outlines and tended to demonstrate different documentation profiles. For example, physician 2 compared with physician 3 verbally communicated and documented in their notes fewer psychosocial and contextual elements, mentions of diagnostic uncertainty comments on time frame for expected improvement.

**Elements reliably included or rarely missed**
Addressing the patient’s chief issue was found to be present in all but one encounter and reliably across physicians (75%–100% of visits). ‘Red flags’ were frequently included in both the note and encounter across physicians. Another prominently featured item was exploration of aetiology, as well as how clinical issues/symptoms influenced patients’ daily routines. Importantly, addressing likely diagnoses along with degree of certainty or uncertainty was noted in both the transcript and notes in 75% of encounters. Mention of contingencies (what to watch for if symptoms worsen) was present in 70% of encounters and corresponding notes. However, in 22% of encounters, such contingencies were present in the note but absent from the verbal encounter conversation (although in 6 of 28 notes it was simply a generic sentence ‘to return if worse’; this was often not communicated verbally to the patient during the visit).

**Elements sometimes missing**
Four items were frequently absent from encounter conversations as well as the notes. The ‘time frames’ of expected duration of symptoms and desired time frame within which the patient should follow-up was present only 50% of the time across physicians and visits. Two additional less-frequently noted items were ‘don’t miss diagnoses’ and ‘differential diagnosis’ (means of 58%). The item ‘discussing diagnostic testing’ and commenting on tests performed at this visit or on tests that the provider was ordering as part of the plan was noted in transcripts and notes on average 60% of the time across physicians and encounters.

**Often missed items**
Two items were absent in most of the cases. ‘Psychosocial/contextual information’ which we defined broadly as any mention of these issue (including financial context, mention of mental health, relationships and emotional context or simply how the symptom/illness impacted day-to-day functioning) was present in only 29% of visits. Less stressed physicians addressed psychosocial context more frequently (almost 67% of encounters) than burned out/
highly stressed physicians (for whom psychosocial information was not recorded in any encounters). Diagnostic pitfalls (eg, test limitations, atypical presentation) were noted in only 6% of encounters.

**Work conditions**
In analysing work conditions, including time pressure, we included five physicians, as two physicians practiced in urgent care embedded in emergency departments and did not have prespecified visit lengths.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between actual time taken per visit (face-to-face time with the physician) and perceived time needed for the visit. Of 18 visits, 11 were measured as taking between 15 and 25 min, and 7 were longer (longest visit 38 min). Most of the longer-lasting
visits matched the perception of additional time needed made by each physician, but this was not uniform. Burnout status (reporting high stress or burnout) did not appear to be related in a systematic way to either perceived or actual time taken for the visit.

**Additional qualitative review of encounter transcripts:**

**Physicians’ diagnostic engagement during the clinical visit**

Transcripts were analysed inductively to better understand physicians’ diagnostic engagement with patients especially ways they inquired about their clinical problem. This analysis focused only on the transcripts, analysing the conversation and extent to which physicians solicited and communicated diagnostic information with the patients. We examined three aspects: (1) depth of delving into aetiologies (scored present, if physicians asked more than one question about an aetiology; or absent if no inquiries were made); (2) acknowledging psychosocial elements (scored present if physicians acknowledged patients’ psychosocial expressions or absent if not acknowledged); (3) whether red flags symptoms were queried during the encounter (dichotomised as present if 4 or 5, or absent if less than 3). As shown in **Table 3**, non-burned out/low stress physicians (white columns) were inclined to inquire and acknowledge what patients shared more than burned out/highly stressed physicians (grey columns).

**DISCUSSION**

Defining diagnosis quality is challenging for multiple reasons in including the highly subjective and variable nature of patients symptoms, clinical interactions and disease manifestations. However, there are key elements of good diagnostic process that have been recommended by experts that can serve as the basis for designing a tool for measuring conformance with these recommended qualities, at least in physicians note. Further, we reassuringly found that most (86%) of the recorded clinical encounters were highly concordant with

**Table 3** Shortcomings in physician diagnostic conversations from transcribed encounters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Additional elements</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delving into aetiologies</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledging psychosocial elements</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of red flags</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of three elements</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

White columns represent physicians who were not burned out; physicians in grey columns were burned out.
their corresponding notes in terms of inclusions of key diagnostic elements as assessed by the tool we developed. This is reassuring for both health services and quality research that often must solely rely on chart review.37 48

Our findings from both note and transcript review suggest that clinicians could do a better job in paying attention to several recommended items that were omitted in half or more of the encounters. These include attention to psychosocial history and context, consideration of ‘don’t miss diagnoses’ and documenting and communicating follow-up contingencies.31–34 In addition, despite their oft-lauded importance, there is room to improve consideration of ‘don’t miss’ diagnoses and development of a differential diagnosis.

This study is novel in examining diagnostic elements present in a clinical note while triangulating data from recorded encounters and measures of work conditions and clinician reactions (eg, length of encounter, burnout and stress). Although limited by our small sample size, the findings show a trend toward higher note quality and what is communicated to the patient during the encounter when physicians have and take the time that they feel is needed. When perceived time required more closely matched actual time taken (though not necessarily allotted), IDEA scores were higher. These findings also indicate a trend between low stress/non-burned out physicians, and documenting diagnostic elements regarding diagnostic tests, delving into aetiologies, and most importantly physicians addressing psychosocial elements, suggesting there may be measurable differences in diagnosis quality between non-burned out/low stress and burned out/highly stressed clinicians, particularly around communicating key elements with their patients, verbally and in their notes. It is noteworthy that this study is the first to measure burnout in real time. While stress is a factor that clearly varies day-to-day and from patient-to-patient, burnout is considered a longer-term stress reaction. Thus, the impact of acute stresses on burnout is uncertain and has not been studied.

These worklife findings should serve as a signal for concern, adding to other warning signs related to stresses in primary care.49–53 Diagnosis is foundational for high-quality care, and linking lower diagnosis quality with burnout is an important hypothesis generated by this work. The interaction between burnout and diagnosis documentation quality—as well as the vexing interaction between documentation itself and burnout. This two-way interaction, between feeling burned out and better diagnosis documentation on one hand, and documentation burdens themselves contributing to burnout on the other, calls for more transformative thinking about the EHR and workflow redesign.54 55

LIMITATIONS
The study has several limitations. First, it was an exploratory qualitative study based on a small convenience sample of physicians which limited us from performing a multilevel (clustered) statistical analysis. However, we thought it was nonetheless valuable to share our timely findings even at this stage for the benefit of other researchers and also to set the stage for future work. Second, physicians and patients were aware of being recorded during the encounter which might have altered clinician’s conversations and documentation behaviours, (eg, more thorough conversations or documentation). However, physicians were not aware of the specific quality elements being examined. Anecdotally, several physicians commented that having the recorder in the room was not noticeable and at times they forgot the conversation was being recorded. The IDEA tool, while iteratively developed by a team of physicians, health services researchers and communication PhD’s, has not undergone extensive psychometric testing. It focuses only on selected diagnostic process elements, rather than actual diagnoses made by physicians or patients’ clinical outcomes. In focusing on key diagnostic elements, we did not examine other important nuances in the encounter, such as non-verbal cues or power dynamics in patient-physicians’ relations which could have influenced trust as well as the sharing and communication of diagnostic information.56–58

CONCLUSIONS
A new tool to assess diagnostic process elements permitted us to conceptualise and measure aspects of diagnostic assessment in clinical encounters of acute problems, measure concordance between encounter transcripts and written documentation and correlate these findings with clinician burnout and stress. Our findings show reassuring concordance between notes and transcribed encounters and highlight areas that may be fruitful for future work in improving diagnosis, including better documenting psychosocial information, explaining proposed diagnostic tests and consideration of potential diagnostic pitfalls. Finally, the findings suggest time pressures and clinician burnout may correlate with poorer diagnostic performance, with a need for further research and support for primary care clinicians and practices. Given the paucity of metrics to assess diagnosis quality, the tool offers a template to model good diagnostic assessments, and a metric for offices and clinics to use and adapt for quality improvement and feedback.
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